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Welcome to the Wetlander. 

It seems like only yesterday that I 

took over as CEO but believe it or 

not that was back in March 2018. 

How time flies when you are 

having fun, well at least 

sometimes. 

It’s Wetlander time again and I find 

myself sitting out on the Cafe deck 

looking out over BHP pond watching 

the water birds enjoying their 

surroundings. I am reflecting on the 

past 6 months with all the ups and 

downs created by this COVID 

pandemic which has impacted on 

the day to day activities of the 

Wetlands and our volunteers. 

When driving around the site it is 

pleasing to note how green and lush 

the vegetation is. It is amazing what 

a bit of water will do! Our ponds are 

full and this has not happened for 

several years now. 

You would have noticed the new 

visitors centre deck is coming along 

nicely under the watchful eye of 

Geoff, Steve and Daniel. It will look 

great when finished, giving our 

visitors the opportunity to feel part of 

the pond environment. 

Site Projects under way or planned: 

 Green and Golden Bell Frog 

Research Field Site – ongoing 

f o l l o w i n g  a  g r a n t  f r o m 

Communit ies  Envi ronment 

Program, Wettenhall Trust and 

AWS in conjunction with 

University of Newcastle. The 

tadpoles/froglets have been 

nurtured at University of 

Newcastle due to COVID-19 

shutdowns and are scheduled for 

release at the Wetlands shortly. 

 

 Site Access Track Upgrade – 

planned following a donation 

f ro m  T ra nsG r id  and  an 

Enforceable Undertaking from 

Env i ronmenta l  Pro t ec t ion 

Authority. Engineering plans have 

been finalised and development 

approval is being determined. 

When this is finalised upgrade of 

the main access track from the 

Nardoo Gate to the Bush Tucker 

Garden will commence. 

 

 The Maintenance Complex - is all 

b u t  f i n i s h e d  a n d  t h e 

Maintenance teams will be 

planning their move. Hopefully, 

they will be happy in their new 

facility. 

 Bush Tucker Garden - signage 

showing the name and the 

indigenous use of selected plants 

has been installed. This was 

funded by Port of Newcastle. 

 

 The Fishing Platform - on Iron 

Bark Creek has been a success 

with several catches reported. 

 Options for HWCA to become 

more financially viable – ongoing 

discussions following from the 

recent Reset and Renew Report. 

Our events and marketing team 

is working on new strategies to 

raise funds and build our profile 

in the community. 

 

 Visitor Centre Deck Revamp – 

following an accident on the old 

deck, HWCA Board made the     

re-decking an urgent priority 

funded by donations from Orica, 

numerous members of the public 

and HWCA. 

Nearly half way through 2022 - my how time fly's!  

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO - KENNETH  BAYLISS 
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All in all we have done very well 

given the challenges tossed at us 

and the limitations placed on our 

volunteers because of the NSW 

Health lockdown. 

Thank you for all the support 

received throughout a very difficult 

time. 

Finally, without the tireless efforts of 

the HWCA volunteers we would 

accomplish very little. A huge thank 

you to our volunteers who have 

assisted me under the new 

volunteering structure. 

Ken Bayliss CEO 

Hunter Wetlands Centre 

Proof that there is 

something fishy in 

Iron Bark Creek 

One of our volun-

teers Mick Brown 

with an eel 
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Removing the old deck 

Earlier this year rain clouds over BHP Pond 

were heralding more wet weather. 

Volunteers Lianna and Lincoln painted a wetlands scene on a 

large piece of plastic for the January school holidays 
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This last year our volunteers have 

done us proud again and kept 

the Centre running smoothly and 

i m pr o v i n g  o u r  f i n a n c i a l 

performance. The Board and I 

extend our warmest thanks to 

them all for their endeavours. 

Through these efforts we finished 

the 2021 financial year with a 

modest but satisfying surplus which 

will give us the breathing space to 

look to the further consolidation of 

our position. This combined with the 

imminent commissioning of the new 

workshops and other repairs and 

ground improvements we are 

turning our minds to the future. 

Recent discussions with the NSW 

Department of Education about the 

role of our Wetland Environmental 

Education Centre has made me 

reflect on our history and future of 

our involvement in wetland 

education. The Wetlands, as much 

as it was conceived to rehabilitate 

the Shortland site and its diverse 

wetland values, was first and 

foremost designed as a centre which 

promoted education on the need for 

conservation of wetlands and the 

broader environment. Most of our 

founders were professional 

educators and their vision for the 

Wetlands was seen through the eyes 

of teachers. 

Now that we have space to be more 

outward looking I intend to promote 

with the board a return to emphasis 

on that vision and expand our 

wet land  educat ion through 

expanding our interpretative 

material, improved contact and 

involvement with our fellow 

c o n s e r v a t i o n  g r o u p s  a n d 

strengthening our ties with the 

university and other education 

institutions. 

To that end visitors will have seen 

that we have made many 

improvements in our static displays 

in  recent  t imes  w i th  the 

development of the interactive 

interpretive space in the visitor 

centre including videos of our 

engagement with Newcastle 

University’s Green and Golden Bell 

Frog research. These have been 

achieved with donations from the 

Wettenhall Environmental Trust and 

the Australian Wildlife Fund and our 

own funds. I look forward to 

extending our wetland message in 

the coming years so that every 

visitor goes away with a better 

knowledge and appreciation of the 

role and values of wetlands. 

As I’m sure you know we are a part 

of the Hunter Estuary Ramsar site of 

International Importance. This is a 

Ramsar Conference of Parties 

(CoP14) year with the gathering of 

172 signatory countries to be held in 

Wuhan, China. The Wetlands Unit of 

the Commonwealth Dept. of the 

Agriculture, Water and Environment 

(DAWE) is working with us through 

our Ramsar Officer, Chris Prietto, to 

convene a forum with DAWE at the 

Wetlands to bring together the major 

interests in the protection of 

wetlands in the Hunter Estuary 

Ramsar site so that a positive 

message can be taken to the CoP. 

This presents a great opportunity for 

us to expand our presence locally 

and internationally. 

We have sent out invitations to a 

number of people who have been 

prominent in wetland conservation 

in the Hunter Estuary Ramsar sites 

over the years to give presentations 

at a forum to be held here later in 

the year. We have received 

enthusiastic responses and any 

assistance with that will greatly 

appreciated. 

So, looking forward to a great future. 

Dr Peter Nelson 

Chair, 

HWCA Board of Directors 

 

REPORT FROM THE HUNTER WETLANDS BOARD 

CHAIR -  DR PETER NELSON 

Sharon Claydon & Dr Peter Nelson inspecting 

the Green & Golden Bell Frog sign 
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Come along and enjoy a cup of 

coffee or a light lunch at our Café 

Café at the Wetlands 
Café Manager Greg Sinclair makes the most beautiful sweets to have 

with your coffee while you watch the birds on the ponds. 

He also caters for weddings, birthdays, conferences and, sadly, for  

funerals and wakes as well. For bookings phone: 040 353 7211 

The café is open from 9.30am to 2.30pm 

SO COME ALONG AND ENJOY! 

Birds-nest Fern provides an unexpected adventure! 

Paddy, “Steve the Wetlands has been donated a very large Birds-nest Fern 

which is located in a garden on the edge of Blackbutt Reserve. Could you 

be able to collect this for us?” 

Steve, ”No problem Paddy. I can pick it up in my trusty blue Rodeo.” 

Paddy, “There’s a track through the bush behind the house for easy 

transport.” 

Steve, “No problem.” 

The day arrived. 

Steve drove through the bush behind the house and loaded the fern onto 

his trusty blue Rodeo. 

Then disaster struck. On the way back out was a fairly steep grassy bank 

to be negotiated. The Rodeo thought it could conquer the incline. 

But no! The trusty vehicle slipped and slid back down the slope, becoming 

stuck against a Eucalypt. 

What to do? 

As luck would have it the next-door neighbour, Dave, was a keen 4WD 

owner and outback driver and he happened to be at home as he was on 

night shiftwork. Out of his garage came his 4WD and with it a thick       

towrope. In no time the Rodeo, Steve and fern had been extricated and 

were on their way to the Wetlands with a very relieved driver. 

The fern is now in position and on view in the Ironbark Creek rainforest. 

Thanks Steve and the blue Rodeo! 

Birds-nest Ferns have the botanical name Asplenium nidus. The meaning 

of Asplenium is a bit obscure as quite literally it means (from the Greek) 

“without a spleen”. Could this mean it refers to the medicinal qualities     

affecting the spleen? Who knows the way botanists think and name their 

plants? Nidus is very simple – Latin for “a nest”. 

The fern is an epiphyte – meaning it grows in natural conditions on rocks 

or trees. The plants are usually found in cool shady (with some sun) moist 

situations. However they are very adaptable even growing well on soil in 

our rainforest. The Birds-nests are excellent pot plants. 

There are some 650 Asplenium species around the world with 26         

occurring in Australia. 

When visiting our Wetlands, to view the famous fern, take a pleasant stroll 

down to the rainforest on Ironbark Creek where Steve has established 

many of these beautiful plants on a bank. 

BIRDS NEST FERN DONATION - Paddy Lightfoot 

Birds Nest Fern on it’s 

way to the rainforest 

Positioning the Birds Nest Fern 

Pietro, Paul & Steve 

survey their work 
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UPDATE ON PROJECTS IN HAND AT 

THE WETLANDS CENTRE  

Barry Horvath 

The Maintenance Shed  under construction 

(also refer t o photo on page of completed structure) 

MAINTENANCE COMPLEX UPDATE 

Due to several issues, such as the continuing wet weather 

and rapidly increasing costs of materials, the Maintenance 

Complex has not been completed and occupied this year as 

previously reported. 

The building and services are complete and Bruce Tozer has 

been negotiating with Bunnings to fit out the store rooms. 

Peter Nelson, our Chair, has fitted out the Lunchroom with 

flooring and cupboards. 

Negotiations are in hand to supply road base to provide car 

parking in the area. 

 

VISITOR CENTRE DECK 

Following a serious incident to a volunteer, it was approved  

to replace the 20 year old Visitor Centre Deck adjacent to 

BHP Pond. 

During the removal of the pine decking it was revealed that 

the bearers and joists were also in a deteriorated condition. 

Therefore the project expanded into a major undertaking, 

which is nearing completion. 

Low maintenance materials are being used to reduce future 

costs and obtain an extended life span. 

Geoff Dunn and crew have done a remarkable job with     

sponsorship for materials from Orica Kooragang and Markey 

Insurance Brokers. 

 

BUSH TUCKER GARDEN SIGNS 

Sponsorship from Port of Newcastle has enabled the design, 

fabrication and installation of 13 signs in the Bush Tucker 

Garden. 

The signs identify specific plants by scientific and common 

name, and indicate the indigenous use for the plant. 

An additional 12 signs will be installed when funds are     

available. 

Geoff Nicholls facilitated the details for the signs, arranged 

fabrication, and then his crew installed them. 

Thanks to the generous support from the following 

sponsors who made these projects possible 

 
A big thank you to My Community Pharmacy Shortland for 

their support of the Hunter Wetland Centre volunteers. 

Please support this local business 

My Community Phamacy 

310 Sandgate Road, Shortland 

Geoff Dunn completing the New decking 
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Artists emerged tentatively from Covid 19           

lockdowns, determined to recommence exhibitions 

at the HWC Art Space in 2022. 

In January, 5 artists from Society of Artists Newcastle Inc, 

staged a very vibrant exhibition ‘Art x 5’, depicting scenes 

of Newcastle and surrounds. A special mention to Hugh 

Cross, who sustained severe injuries just prior to this  

exhibition, and was still able to have his paintings hung. 

The Art of Nature Journalling Club mounted a very       

successful exhibition of their work in February. By the 

nature of their title, these artists displayed their process 

diaries which featured not only the finished artwork, but 

the processes and stages they developed to reach the 

desired outcome. This different format was well received 

by our visitors. 

Three volunteers at the HWC, Lianna Guo, Lincoln Miller 

and Danny Giles collaborated to produce ‘Feathered 

Friends’ in March. Lianna and Linc used their tame     

Lorikeet ‘Louie’ as their muse or inspiration, and Danny 

cleared some of the Lantana from the wetlands environs, 

to create a series of objects whose form and function 

were intriguing in their ingenuity. Danny also set up a QR 

code so visitors could follow a virtual artist talk. 

Two students from Art Mania each created a body of 

work for April’s exhibition, called ‘Mixed World’. This was 

the first exhibition for both young artists. Their unique 

talents were appreciated by visitors and reflected by the 

strong sales throughout the exhibition. 

My thanks to all the artists and visitors who have        

supported our exhibition program in what has been a 

very trying time. 

The exhibition for May, ‘Wetlands Flora’, is a return for 

Natural History Illustrator, Alison Ellis. This time she has 

focused on meticulously detailed studies of the flora, 

native to the Wetlands. These are well worth the visit, as 

Alison’s exquisite artworks are evocative depictions of 

the symbiotic relationships between the plants and the 

wildlife that inhabits them. 

An artist new to the Wetlands, Al Amosa, will bring in 

June, a new interpretation of the wetlands experience, 

with his strong expressive style that views the environs 

through a radical eye. One not to miss. 

The HWC Events Committee is currently preparing a  

Reptiles back to Dinosaurs Event for the July School   

holidays. Artist Yvonne Barnett has painted a range of 

wetlands creatures that are evocative of this era. 

Exhibitions for the remainder of 2022 

August: A collaboration between John Earle and 5 artists 

representing Newcastle and Lake Macquarie Art Society 

September: A return, combined exhibition between the 

Newcastle Sculptors Group & The Newcastle Printmakers. 

October: an all female exhibition featuring artists from 

the Society of Artists Newcastle Inc 

November: A solo exhibition by Dorothy Compton 

December: An exciting exhibition by newcomer, Tania 

Weekes. This will be a real show stopper to end the year. 

As artists (and myself) become more comfortable ‘living 

with COVID’, we are reintroducing the option of holding 

Official Openings, which are the first Saturday afternoon 

after mounting the exhibition. 

Exciting news for the HWC Art Space, is that exhibitions 

are fully subscribed for 2023 and Expressions of Interest 

starting for 2024. You can contact me: 

arts@wetlands.org.au for further information. 

We are continuing to attract a wide range of artistic 

forms of expression in our exhibitions and I recommend 

that you follow the HWC Facebook page and our Website, 

as well as this newsletter, to keep informed of what’s on. 

Our exhibitions and the spectacular wildlife views, can be 

better appreciated with a coffee from the Wetlands Café. 

Mark Kempton, 

Arts Coordinator (Volunteer) 

VISITOR CENTRE ARTS 

SPACE REPORT 
Mark Kempton 

January - scenes of Newcastle & 

surrounds 

February - The Art of Nature 

March -–Feathered Friends  

April – Mixed World May – Wetlands Flora 
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EVENTS - JANUARY TO JUNE 

Val Noake 

World Wetlands Day 

To celebrate World Wetlands Day, Wednes-

day 2nd February, we offered free guided 

walks and buggy tours and a presentation 

about the meaning and importance of being 

“a Ramsar Wetlands of international        

significance”. However, the wetlands lived 

up to the name with rain all day resulting    

in few visitors. 

 

School Holidays 

With Omicron still in the region, the January holiday       

program was low key with all activities being held outside. 

Make it Mondays craft included sand art, pom poms, 

Dream catchers, French knitting and jewellery making. 

Wednesdays featured reptile encounters. 

We also experimented with pavement art. Volunteers   

Lianna and Lincoln painted a wetlands scene on a large 

piece of plastic. Kids could pose on the picture – sitting   

on a frog, kissing the turtle or flying with a Magpie Goose, 

while parents took a photo from above. 

In the April holidays families enjoyed Wetland Spotto with 

younger kids. Older kids, 8 years+ were challenged to    

answer questions about the wetlands to become a        

Wetlands Legend. 

 

Easter Fun Day 

Again this year we were lucky 

with the weather for our Easter 

Fun Day – it was perfect! And we 

had one of our most successful 

days ever, raising over $5,000 of 

much needed funds. 

It was wonderful to see families 

strolling around the site following 

the Bunny Trail. As always the 

Easter Bunny was very popular 

with families queuing up to have 

their photo taken with the Bunny. 

The craft room was very busy 

with kids wanting to make bunny 

ears, Easter cards and colouring-in. The jumping castle  

and dip-netting were also favourite activities. 

A great team of volunteers was kept busy making sure  everyone was safe and had fun. Special thanks to the 

amazing volunteers from Jesmond Lions Club who once again ran the Sausage Sizzle for us. 

Children posing on Lincoln & Liana’s wetland scene 

The Easter Bunny was popular with the children 

Ken Bayliss with the Easter 

Bunny (Liana) 
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As their name implies, the call of the 

male sounds like a whipcrack, and if 

there is a female present, she replies 

with a lower chew-chew call. 

But have you seen one, or just heard them? 

They are a very secretive bird which hide in 

the understory and can sometimes be seen 

hopping on low branches, but rarely flying. 

Whenever we or Paddy Lightfoot do our   

surveys at The Wetlands Centre we always record that we hear them in different locations in the grounds – often 

having heard as many as four. But usually that is as far as we get – we rarely see them. 

 

They are a medium-sized black bird with white under the chin, and a distinctive black crest and if you are lucky 

enough to see one, an impressive bird to look at. They like to forage among the leaf litter, as shown in this photo 

by Rob Palazzi. The photo is from the Bird Image Library of the Hunter Bird Observers Club 

 

On the other hand, there is a small bird that you will have  

probably seen many times as you walk around – the Grey   

Fantail. Again, this is a bird with a name that gives you a clue 

about its identity. As it flits about from branch to branch   

hawking for insects (often right in your face) it fans its tail. 

There are a couple of different fantails that are seen at the 

Wetlands Centre but as the name implies, this one is grey and 

it is present all year round. (photo by Robert Stewart) 

So, keep your ears and eyes open, and you may be fortunate 

enough to encounter these birds as you walk around the Wet-

lands Centre. 

Margaret Stewart 

HAVE YOU SEEN THE 

WHIPBIRD AT THE 

WETLANDS CENTRE 

Margaret Stewart 

DO YOU REMEMBER? 

Former staff members Paul Trute, Jake Relf & Anna Ryan on 

BBQ duty Christmas 2012 

 

 

Our current CEO Ken Bayliss when he was in charge of the 

Nursery - May 2014 

If you have any old digital photos of former or current 

volunteers or would just like to highlight the work that 

your group does. Email: front_desk@wetlands.org.au 
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Leading my bush regeneration team through the 

Hunter Wetlands recently, our attention was drawn 

to a flock of five yellow-tailed black cockatoos    

congregating among the upper branches of a    

spotted gum. 

They were their usual raucous selves, although more in 

the manner of connecting with each other. One stood at 

the mouth of a large hollow and gave off a territorial, yet 

brooding sound. Another, perched at a tree top nearby 

called melodiously, perhaps in a courtship fashion? 

On the way to the station that day, I overhead a flock of 

rainbow lorikeets shrilly calling with aerial alarm. I knew 

to look back in the direction they flew from, and, sure 

enough, there was a whistling kite with a magpie in tow. 

Both of these observations were made thanks to the 

deeper knowledge of bird behaviour that I gained from 

Andrew Turbill’s “Bird Language and Nature Connection” 

workshop and retreat at Wangat Lodge at the foot of the 

Barrington Tops from May 5th to 8th this year. 

This focused course studied the calls that bushland 

birds make while accommodating us in the sturdy, 

roomy, mud-brick and timber buildings, and nourishing 

us with the wholesome, delicious, home-cooked meals, 

of Dan and Verity’s (and Leon’s) Wangat Lodge. Andrew 

gave learned presentations garnered from decades of 

bird observations. His suite of bird mimicries has to be 

heard to be believed! Accompanying the talks, which 

ranged from discussions on the qualities of birds’ songs, 

the origins of song birds in Gondwana, and the nuances 

of seasons beyond the colonial four, were group         

activities that immersed us in the reality of the natural 

world, or showed us how some behaviours attributed as 

“bird-like” are also truly human! 

A particular emphasis in the retreat was the experience 

of “sit spots”. Therein, we would sit, separately, in      

localised settings for extended periods of time to allow 

our non-predatory status to invite in, not only more  

trusting birdlife, but a raised consciousness of our   

senses. We would debrief about our experiences with 

our “flock guides” who would then report our discoveries 

to the congregated group under the auspices of          

Andrew’s astute understandings. Much enjoyment was 

had in listening to the inspired accounts of others! Other 

examples of “sit spots” were the  pre-dawn witnessing of 

the serenades to the new day, starting with the sweet 

alarm-clock call of the Eastern Yellow Robin. And a night 

sit where the participants surrendered to the realm of 

pitch blackness and the sounds of nocturnal fauna    

under fathomless stars. 

The “Bird Language” course was an educational         

encounter, and the messages that it gave about         

listening attentively to the bird calls around us will     

continue to furnish me with a deeper interest in, and 

respect for, our feathered-friends. 

 

Geoff Nicholls - Volunteer Bush Regen Team 

 

 

Wangat lodge is in a beautiful spot nestled 

amongst eucalypt forest and rainforest on the 

edge of Barrington Tops National Park, on the 

brink of the Chichester River. The vibrancy and 

life of the bush surrounding the lodge was     

outstanding – birds were absolutely everywhere, 

nesting and feeding and chattering. 

Hannah Preston from a 2020 Bird Language  

Retreat 

LANGUAGE OF BIRDS  

Geoff Nicholls 

Andrew Turbill leading the Bird Language Workshop  
Photo: Dan Lyons 

King Parrot sitting in a Cheese Tree at Wangat Lodge in 2020 
Photo: Hannah Preston Mallee Design 
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STAR WETLAND CENTRE AWARD SCHEME 

Christine Prietto  -  HWCA Ramsar Officer 

The Wildfowl and Wetland Trust initiated Wetland Link 

International (WLI) in 1991 as an international network 

of wetland centres with a core group of wetland centres 

from the UK, Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong,      

Trinidad, USA, Singapore, France and Italy, many of 

whom are still active members today. 

Our very own Shortland Wetland Centre was one of 

those founding organisations. And so began our         

association with a wonderful family of people around the 

world. WLI membership was a perfect way for us to stay       

connected to other wetland centres, keep track of what 

was happening not only around the world but in our own   

region and share what we were doing with others just 

beginning their journey. Being a part of WLI offered us   

a leg up on the world stage too. 

After 30 years of cooperation among wetland centres 

across the world, WLI has initiated this scheme to show 

the world what makes a great wetland education centre 

and the many ways that wetland centres can contribute 

to wetland conservation efforts. 

2022 is the pilot year for the scheme and across the 

WLI network of over 300 wetland centres, the WLI     

Panel will be selecting 12 centres for the inaugural Star 

Wetland Centre Award, only 2 per region as recognised 

by the Ramsar Convention. Our region is Oceania which 

includes Australia, NZ and all Pacific Island Nations. 

Across this area there may be approximately 20-30 WLI 

members. 

Benefits which would flow from this award are many. 

 Recognition of your good work at international    

level 

 Improved profile of our wetland centre to the      

government, partners and funders 

 A sense of pride, encouragement and achievement 

for staff and volunteers of your wetland centre 

 The opportunity to showcase to visitors that our 

wetland centre is one of the best in the world 

The application included a questionnaire and the       

opportunity to include additional statements, photo-

graphs and other documents to support the application. 

A small team of volunteers and Board Members has 

contributed to this application to meet the 30 April  

deadline. Huge thanks must go to our Office Manager, 

Val Noake, who has done the bulk of the work in recent 

months collecting photos and documents for our appli-

cation . The results will be announced later this year at 

the upcoming Ramsar Conference of Parties, COP14, to 

be held in Wuhan, China at the end of November. 

 

Wetland Link International 

Logo 

Over the past few months Hunter Wetlands Centre has been working on an  

application for the Star Wetland Centre Awards, a new scheme that has been 

launched by the Wildfowl and Wetland Trust UK to recognise and celebrate 

wetland centres around the world. 

BHP Pond 

 

Wetlands Environmental Education Centre 
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BECOME A MEMBER OF THE HUNTER 

WETLANDS CENTRE 

YEARLY MEMBERSHIP NOW JUST $20 

Membership is from: 1st April 2022 to 31st March 2023 
Membership includes unlimited entry into the Wetlands for 

members and their school-age children/grandchildren 

accompanying them (except for special events). 

You can pay for Membership at the Visitor Centre 

or online at our website: 

www.wetlands.org.au 
SO COME ALONG AND JOIN NOW!!! 

HELP!! 
We are asking for help to keep our great Wetlands      

functioning. We need some more volunteers in the      

following areas: 

Mechanic, 

Grounds Maintenance Supervisors 
If you can give a small amount of time to us we would be 

most grateful. Don’t forget we are run  solely by volunteers 

so we need your support to share the work of maintaining 

this important site. 

Inductions Wednesday at 10.30am ring and book 

THANK YOU 

FLICK WEED - SOMETHING YOU DO NOT WANT IN YOR GARDEN 

Weed control is a challenging job for any 

gardener particularly if it is the flick weed 

variety. 
This weed has been the nemesis weed of 

many Australian gardeners as it grows so fast 

and before you know it, it has invaded your 

entire garden. So flick weed needs to be  

identified and eradicated as soon as it       

appears. 

The key to combating flick weed is to break 

it’s seeding cycle by weeding and or spraying 

at weekly intervals to avoid the weed flowering. 

If the weed goes into flower this weed will seed very 

quickly and the whole cycle starts all over again. 

Scientific Name 

Although more commonly known as Hoary Wood Cress, 

Hairy Bittercress, and Flick weed, the scientific name of 

this weed is Cardamine hirsuta. 

Physical Characteristic 

Flick weed is a slender, erect, small, annual herb that 

grows from the base. It is typically hairless and it can 

grow up to 300cm high. When it flowers, it produces 

white petal blooms eventually forming into pods. Aim to 

eradicate this weed before it reaches the flowering 

stage as it can re-produce at an extremely fast rate. 

Reproduction Cycle 

Flick weed reproduces through the seeds formed in its 

pods. It is very easily ruptured and can spread in excess 

of 3 meters in diameter. Once it hits the ground, it easily 

germinates and grows to maturity very quickly and the 

whole cycles starts over again. 

Methods of Control and Prevention 

Infested areas in your garden need to be thoroughly and 

regularly weeded or sprayed and then freshly mulched. 

Chemical Solution 

Recommended chemical solution is glysophate,       

commonly known as round up, follow manufacturers 

instructions carefully. 

Take particular care when disposing of this weed by 

burning or placing it in a bin. 

Gardening Australia recommends drowning the plant, put 

the disposed plants in a bucket of water, so they rot. 

Edibility: 

The flowers and leaves of flickweed are edible and have 

a peppery taste. They make a great addition to any   

salads or added to soups or pies where your looking for 

a peppery kick. You could even be creative and make a 

peppery pesto or salsa. 

Medicinal uses: 

Although Flickweek is exceptionally good for you as it is 

packed full of vitamin C, calcium, magnesium and     

antioxidants there are no real known medicinal uses. 

Name origin: 

Cardamine - The Greek word for a cress like herb. 

Hirsuta - "hairy" or "hirsute" 

Common Bittercress refers to its bitter taste and       

association with the cress or mustard group of plants. 

Other Name: Flickweed because the pods flick the 

seeds out when ripe. 

Personal observation: 

Unless you want this weed to take over your garden, get 

rid of it quickly as it spreads rapidly. If you see this weed 

in a pot plant at a nursery, pull it out and dispose of it. 

You do not want the added cost of sprays or the time it 

would take to hand weed to eradicate this pest. 

Remember: It will spread rapidly and get out of control! 

Text thanks to: eplants.com.au 

 Denis Hilder - Volunteer 

Seed pods Flick weed plant in nursery pot 
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HUNTER WETLANDS CENTRE 

1 Wetland Place, Shortland NSW 2307 

PO Box 66, Shortland NSW 2287 

Open 9am to 4pm - 7 Days 

Phone: 4951 6466     Email: hwca@wetlands.org.au      Website: www.wetlands.org.au 

Café at the Wetlands - Open 9.30am to 2.30pm - 7 Days     Phone: 040 353 7211 

Daily activities: 

 Dip-netting  Pond bird feeding  Self guided tours 

 Canoe hire,  Animal House  Children's playground 

Guided walks for groups and buggy tours can be booked in 

advance. Free guided walks Tues. 10am & Sat. 10.30am 

School Holidays 

 Special activities are organised for children during school 

holidays. Check our website for details. 

If you need further information please contact the Hunter 

Wetlands Centre by phone, email or check our website 

Our Supporters, Partners and Sponsors 

 

Lions Club 

of Jesmond 

 

HWC Staff Directory: 

 CEO:  .......................................... Kenneth Bayliss 

 Chairman: .................................. Dr. Peter Nelson 

 Officer Manager: ........................ Val Noake 

 Accounts Payable/Receivable: .. Christine Pozywio 

 Functions Coordinator: .............. Frances Grandidge

 Landcare Coordinator:  .............. Paddy Lightfoot 

 Wedding Co-ordinator: ............... Jenny Castles 

 Wetlander Editors:  .................... Denis Hilder 

  ................................................... Lenore Horvath 

DONATIONS 
December 2021 to May 2022 

 

Our thanks go to all these people and groups. 

The HWC is always grateful for donations, big or small: 

WETLANDS MEMBERSHIP 

Join our wonderful wetlands! 

New Membership cost is only $20 per adult 

per year with unlimited entry (See page 11) 

1985 1985 --  20222022  
Celebrating 37 yearsCelebrating 37 years  

Pet Shop Boys 

Guests at John Mills 80th 

John Mills 

PV Lightfoot 

Janelle Turner 

Dr Andrew Kenworth 

Doug Lithgow 

G Horvath 

Anthony Gooden 

Susan Carlton 

APS Plant Nursery 

J & C Rayner 

Margartet Dunkley 

Margot Ford 

Denis Coulson 

Jayne Coulson 

 

Also thanks to the many anonymous small donations 

that come from the Donation Box and Freckled Duck. 

It all helps! 

http://jesmond.nsw.lions.org.au/
http://hunter.lls.nsw.gov.au/

